NOTICE

The following instructions are notified for information of all the candidates appearing for interview for the Post of Scientist vide CLRI Advt. No.02/2019.

Candidates attending interview in person at CLRI, Chennai

1. Candidate shall report at CLRI at 08:00 AM on the date of Interview.
2. All Candidates entering through Security entry gate will be compulsorily screened with thermal scanner. Any candidate found with symptoms of COVID like high temperature, fever, cold, cough or breathing issues will not be allowed to enter CLRI. Such candidate may opt to attend the Interview through Virtual mode.
3. Wearing of face cover/mask is compulsory in CLRI premises and no candidate will be allowed entry without face mask.
4. All candidates should register himself/ herself in "AAROGYA SETU" mobile application, developed by Government of India and may display the app status to security persons at the time of entry.
5. Candidate shall fill the forms (enclosed) and submit to the Security at the time of entry.
6. Candidates must follow Security instructions and maintain physical distancing during their presence in CLRI premises.
7. Smoking and Spitting in open areas are strictly prohibited.
8. Candidates staying in Containment Zone will not be permitted to enter CLRI. Candidates are advised to check the status of their residing place on the day of interview before arriving to CLRI. Such candidates staying in Containment Zone shall opt to attend the Interview through virtual mode only.
9. Candidate will be allowed for interview only upon production of original certificates for verification. Candidate who does not possess any certificates will not be allowed to attend interview and the decision of the Competent Authority, CLRI is final and binding.

Candidate attending interview through virtual mode

1. Interview will be conducted through MS Teams. He/ She may install MS Teams Application in their Laptop/ Desktop PC or Mobile Phone and may preferably register with the email id provided in their application.
2. If candidate choose to appear for the Interview through mobile phone, he/she will have to download MS Teams Application. Candidates may be called over Mobile phone for quick communication prior to interview. If possible, he/she may put mobile in flight mode and connect through a Wi-Fi connection to avoid calls being received during interview. Candidates shall position their mobile phone in landscape mode instead of portrait mode during interview.

3. Candidates are requested to check the speed of the Internet and preferably arrange to have LAN network connection or attend from a place where wired networking connection is feasible.

4. Candidates may share their screen for PowerPoint Presentation [PPT] to the Selection Committee during the interview. He/She shall restrict themselves to the guidelines about presentation issued in their call letter.

5. Candidates will attend a trial Virtual meeting during 21.07.2020 to 23.07.2020 between 10:00 AM and 05:30 PM. Candidates appearing for Post Codes 81901 and 81903 may have trial Virtual meeting on 31.07.2020. Website for mock testing will be sent to individual email. They may check their spam folder also.

6. Candidate shall attend the Interview with decorum, with formal dressing and complete privacy and without any interference of other person. A closed and empty room may be preferred to take up the interview to avoid background noise interferences. He/she shall not indulge in any sort of unfair practices like assistance from third parties, electronic gadgets, books, etc.

7. Candidate shall not photograph/record any proceedings of the interview through any form. In case of any such activity found at later stage, his/her candidature for the post applied will be summarily rejected without prejudice to taking actions under extant laws governing such malpractices.

All the candidates are advised to visit frequently our website for updates.
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